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OotyQ: Command to launch explorer after sudo cp When copying
files from a domain to a laptop, you need to copy the files with
elevated privileges and then launch explorer on the laptop to go
into that directory. Is there a command which opens explorer when
you have an elevated privilege (as one would do when copying
files), so you don't need to do both elevated privileges and typing
explorer (and even clicking on the directory which opens
explorer). The only thing I can think of is to use the find command
to find the directory, and open the found directory. I wonder if
there is a command which does this by itself. A: If you are using
the nautilus-dropbox plugin for gedit, you may be able to just rightclick in the location and choose "Drop here". Metabolic changes
and protein expression in MDCK cell line exposed to 60Cogamma rays and nano-ZnO particles. The aim of this study was to
determine the metabolic changes and cytoskeletal changes in
MDCK cell line exposed to 60Co-gamma rays and nano-ZnO
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particles. In this study, we tested MDCK cells for metabolic
changes in the presence and absence of exposure to 60Co-gamma
rays and nano
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